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Extracting insights from unstructured scientific text has lagged other advancements in natural language
processing, as recent calls for NLP solutions surrounding COVID-19 published data have highlighted. While
dictionary- and machine learning-powered NER approaches can identify document concepts, this alone does
not lead to interconnected, actionable information. To serve such information for a scientist to search, the
typical path is to push entity-entity relationships into the form of a knowledge graph. However, many search
terms have numerous synonyms or acronyms with degenerate definitions, which all need to be resolved into
the concepts within a standard ontology to surface correct and complete results to scientists. With annual
biomedical publications counted in the millions, a lack of proper standardization will result in a significant
number of missed insights from a knowledge graph.
Prior approaches to pre-graph entity normalization include large rule-based dictionaries and stringpowered filters/sieves for normalization. These are effective at a first pass, but lead to failures with
degenerate terms or acronyms. While the accuracy of relationship generation has grown dramatically with the
development of transformer models, actionable relationship results are still dependent on accurate NER
endpoints and term normalization.
We present an entity normalization approach that utilizes classifiers fed by graph and word embeddings in
parallel with string feature extraction. Using this method, we can reduce NER false positives with an ROC AUC
of 0.91 and classify NER mentions against an ontology with an F1 score of 0.89. Additionally, we show that
cascading text vectors can inform some of the most difficult word disambiguation scenarios.
Overall, this normalization led to a notable increase in transformer-derived relationships for insight
generation at the graph level. Table 1 shows the impact of normalization on the generation of positive
relationships within the knowledge graph. Normalizing the entity mentions provides roughly a 2x-10x increase
in the number positive relationships mined from the sources, dramatically increasing the number of potential
actionable insights.
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TABLE 1. Normalizing each search term into a concept within a single ontology surfaces more relationships
for insight generation. Literal mentions are string matches, while normalized mentions are all resolved to a
single ontology: MeSH for diseases and HGNC for genes. Sources: bioRxiv, medRxiv, arXiv, Pubmed, Pubmed
Central, ClinicalTrials.gov and USPTO.

